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YANG SOM - BREATHTAKING SEA VIEW VILLA OVERLOOKING
SURIN BAY

Bathrooms: 6

Bedrooms: 5

Lot size: 2458

Price: 218500000

Property size: 1150
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Year built: 2009

Grand luxury villa nestling on a private and secured hillside on the west coast of Phuket, an
elegant style in a flourish of traditional Thai roofs.

From a commanding height of 80 meters, Villa Yang Som gives you the breath taking panorama of
the Andaman Sea to the west, the towering 'Gothic' dome-like mountains of Phang Nga to the north
and the lush green valley that reaches out toward them. The play of terraces and salas throughout
the three levels of the Villa ensures that they capture the breeze from the ocean in all seasons, as
guests lie back and watch the distant horizon just beyond the crystal clear water of the eighteen
meter Infinity pool.

From the Villa, the famous Surin Beach with its cool beach clubs and gourmet restaurants are just
two minutes by car. Phuket International Airport it is just twenty minutes away. To the shopping and
bustling night life of Patong, it's half an hour's ride on a lush and leisurely coast-hugging scenic
route.

The main living areas of Villa Yang Som are spread out on three levels. It has five spacious ocean--
?view bed rooms, each with its own study or changing room, and private balcony overlooking Surin
and Bang Tau Bay; large and airy living room and formal dining room abutting a sun deck by the
Infinity pool; a fully fitted kitchen that opens onto a large informal lounge that steps out onto yet
another deck all on its own; while the pool sala – rising just above the water between two sun decks
– is just the place to enjoy an evening cocktail while you contemplate the sun as it sets majestically
over the 'emerald' sea under an evening sky lit up in a blaze of a myriad colours.

At the top of the Villa you will find yet one more sala – between two bed room suites – called the
'Half Moon Sala,' with panoramic view amid rich greenery and privacy that you sought for in
complete solitude.

All rooms are light and airy, their large windows and doors are finished to a high perfection: each is in
itself a fitting picture frame giving depth and definition to the great panorama that plays out in front
of you every moment from east to west, and back again!

Here and everywhere the sense of openness is immediate and personal: the tropical sky above and
the broad landscape below merging constantly with one's own inner space. Here is freedom and
pure bliss.
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